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          Product: Java SDK

Product Version: Latest

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

How to add replied comments to annotation using java

Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

I need help with adding reply to annotation comments using java API. Can you provide sample code?

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    I am facing below error
                    


                    Round rectangle using Corner Radius
                    

                    React Native not rendering annotation comments from external system
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Code samples to add annotations to PDFs in Java
	API for Annotating PDFs in Java
	Java PDF Annotation Library
	Java PDF library

Forums:	Save annotation throwing Custom filter is not valid error
	Font object creation using Java
	PDF Library for develop a JAVA based PDF viewer application
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          Hello Mohan,

Please refer to the following post on how to programmatically apply replies to annotations using the SDK:

  
    

    [image: ]
    How can I programmatically create replies to annotations? PDFTron SDK
  

  
    A: You can create replies to markup annotations programmatically in your application by using the following code (C++): 
PDFDoc doc("input.pdf"); // input doc
Page pg = doc.GetPage(x); // page the annotation is on
Annot parent = pg.GetAnnot(y); // The annotation that the user will reply to

Rect rect = parent.GetRect();
rect.Normalize();

double left = rect.GetX1();
double top = rect.GetY2();

Point p(left, top);
PDF::Annots::Text reply = PDF::Annots::Text::Create(doc, p);
reply.SetTitle("AUTHOR…
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